
2016 - 2018

2014 - 2016

2009 - 2014

Experience

ECCENTRICITIESEXPERTISE
Ginger
Horror Movies
Alliteration
Medium Format Photography
Born in Philly so, yes, I say “wooder”
Biking over a bridge

After Effects
Premiere
Illustrator
Photoshop
DaVinci Resolve
Cam Operator

Media Management
Mozzarella Sticks

Tech Specs
Problem Solving
Script Supervision

Notable Projects

Harry Fraud // Directed & animated music video for producer Harry Fraud featuring Rick Ross. Worked
            with small team to launch alongside mixtape release & social campaign. 

2011 - Right now

HUFC // Built up 13K subscription YT channel using monthly video rollout garnering +4mill organic 
  views. Expanding to live event commentary and animated instructional content throughout 2019. 

Netflix // Illustration & animation lead on various social campaigns for comedy & concert premieres. 
   Notable names: Bruce Springsteen, Gabriel Iglesias, Adam Sandler, Netflix Is A Joke 

Artolution // Produced, directed & edited documentary on LGBT mural in the East Village 

Director // Editor // Colorist

PineRock

Name Drops: Pfizer, NovoNordisk, Lancôme, Canon, Giorgio Armani, Viktor Rolf, Heisman Trophy Trust

Junior Animator/Editor // Technician
Hired as an assistant editor and quickly added junior VFX artist & 2nd cam op to skillset. Stayed within 
multidisciplinary role throughout my time here. 
Traveled with event production staff to create BTS ‘quick-docs’ for client summits. Overnight 
turnarounds to present following day incorporating stage footage, backstage interviews, and profile 
pieces into the story that was scripted in pre-production. 
Operated as tech hand, managing & upgrading internal machines and introduced render farm 
capabilities. Expanded internal network as post department grew through fiber network.

Name Drops: Unilever, Crest, Exxon, Skippy, Make Up For Ever, L’Ôreal 

Multi-faceted artist role that had me supporting and at times leading creative on a given project. Daily 
interactions coordinating edit with production, VFX, CGI, and design. Understudy to in-house colorist.
Helped in the creation of styleframes, motionboards, and pre-viz animations to assist in pitches or 
internal productions. Assisted on art direction, concepting, and lighting/field tests with in-house DP. 
Assisted in company re-brand including creating new reels, shooting team interviews, and helped 
support design to bring cohesion amongst several visual departments.

Click3X Editor // Motion Designer & Animator // Colorist

Name Drops: NBCSN, The Olympic Channel, YT Red, go90, Facebook Watch, Twitch  

Working alongside a core team, I helped concept, manage, and deliver a variety of short & long form 
webisodes & serial programming; a select few going on to air on NBCSN, YT Red, & Olympic Channel. 
Responsible for visual styleguide, post-production workflow and led the transition from localized editing 
to a networked system for project sharing and a shareable, universal file system. 
Created schedules, delivery milestones, and vetted freelancers to meet different project demands. 
Ensured quality control before delivery via client specific transfer sites. 

Whistle Sports Post Supervisor // Lead Editor

The experiences in film listed below have refined me to a multi-faceted filmmaker, almost something of a 
portable content house. My goal here is to showcase my versatility alongside my bootstrap style of filmmaking.

VINCE PERRETTI
atfouram.com267.474.1954 // vince.perretti@gmail.com //


